Did protein kinase regulatory mechanisms evolve through elaboration of a simple structural component?
Statistical analysis of the functional constraints acting on eukaryotic protein kinases (EPKs) and on distantly related kinases suggests that EPK regulatory mechanisms evolved around an ancient structural component whose most distinctive features include the HxD-motif adjoining the catalytic loop, the F-helix, an F-helix aspartate, and the DFG-motif adjoined to the activation loop. The HxD-histidine constitutes a convergence point for signal integration, as conserved interactions link it to key catalytic residues, to the F-helix aspartate, and to both ends of the DFG-motif. These and other conserved features appear to be associated with DFG conformational changes and with coordinated movements possibly associated with phosphate transfer and ADP release. The EPKs have acquired structural features that link this core component to likely substrate-interacting regions at either end of the F-helix (most notably involving an F-helix tryptophan) and to three regions undergoing conformational changes upon kinase activation: the activation segment, the C-helix, and the nucleotide-binding pocket.